System management

Configure and manage system wide settings in OLIB

- **General**
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  Discover how to configure miscellaneous system wide settings in OLIB.

  - Admin client defaults
  - Admin client settings
  - Deep links
  - Email history
  - Link objects as URLs
  - Method permissions
  - Password expiry alerts
  - Privacy policy statements
  - Problem log and version info
  - Sequence drop down list values

- **OLIB defaults**
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  Discover system wide settings in the OLIB Defaults domain that are available for system managers only.

  - General defaults
  - Cataloguing defaults
  - Keyword search defaults
  - Object linking defaults
  - User and Circulation defaults
  - Overdues/Recalls/Fines defaults
  - Funds/Acquisitions/Serials defaults
  - Labels and sequence numbers
  - Reports/Email configuration
  - Daystart defaults
  - SMS alerting configuration
  - Link checker configuration
External integration

• Daystart
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Learn about the functions carried out by the daily running of Daystart in OLIB.

◦ About daystart
◦ Check daystart output
◦ Daystart configurable settings
◦ Daystart scripts
◦ Link checker

• Privileges and permissions
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Discover how privileges and permissions are implemented in OLIB.

◦ About privileges and permissions
◦ Apply permissions to actions
◦ Control and attribute privileges
◦ Domain permissions groupings
◦ Ongoing use of permissions
◦ Permissions groups
◦ Privilege levels

• Search configuration
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Discover the indexing and search features in OLIB and how to manage them.

◦ About the keyword index
◦ Configure keyword index
◦ Create keyword index
◦ Multiple keyword indexes
◦ Normalisation
◦ Stop word management

• Customise OLIB
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Discover how to customise the presentation of OLIB Web to your own library's needs.

◦ Change domain names
Change filter names
  ◦ Configure audited fields
  ◦ Configure copies hitlists
  ◦ Configure dependent searches
  ◦ Configure primary column for searches
  ◦ Configure title hitlists
  ◦ Configure user hitlists
  ◦ Large hitlist results threshold
  ◦ Rebuild config data
  ◦ Rename, resequence and hide searches
  ◦ Rename and resequence Actions
  ◦ Set mandatory fields and default field values

• Layout manager
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Discover how you can customise any of the screens in OLIB Web.
  ◦ About layout manager
  ◦ Additional Layout Manager features
  ◦ Export and import layouts
  ◦ Make changes to layouts
  ◦ Make changes to sheets
  ◦ Set layouts as default
  ◦ Use Control properties
  ◦ Use styles

• SIP2 server
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Learn how OLIB integrates with SIP2
  ◦ Configure SIP2
  ◦ Supported SIP2 messages